
“If you’re looking for the Hummer of fly-fishing vests or jackets, you’ve just found it.  The All-Season 
Vest-Jacket is about as close to a do-it-all fly-fishing jacket as one could get, lacking only a couple of 
Snickers bars, and perhaps some matches and a knife.  One fine and functional piece of gear, as well 
put together as any piece of fishing apparel I’ve ever seen.”

Buzz Bryson, Gear Editor, Fly Rod & Reel, USA
“As well as a superb product line-up, the company’s claims for the functionality and quality of its gear 
are not just marketing hype.  The attention to detail is outstanding and the quality of the materials and 
their manufacture is so good it’s almost excessive!”

Nick Marlow, Managing Editor, Tackle Trade World, U.K
“Serious fly fisherman internationally will find the Adventure Flyfishing Vest-Jacket absolutely 
amazing!  Not only does it shatter the fly fishing vest stereotype, it redefines angling functionality and 
efficiency on the water.  If you’re thinking of replacing or upgrading your current vest or rain jacket, 
DO NOT miss an opportunity to check out this innovative winner!”

Nick Pujic, Field & Photo Editor, Canadian Fly Fisher, Canada
“Short of flying like Superman, the All-Season Vest-Jacket  is one of those do-all products that try to do 
everything else.  In this case, it succeeds!  The features of this vest are simple to use, and the design is 
excellent.  Really, if you had to design a vest that had all the features you wanted, it would be this one.”

Keith Jackson, Pro Tackle Reports, Salmon Trout Steelheader, USA

“AFCo. has produced what must be the most complete system ever developed for the fly angler’s 
comfort and convenience.  It is a fully integrated fishing vest as well as a foul weather jacket; and with 
a host of features not found on most vests or, for that matter, jackets, it has all of the bells and whistles 
that any angler could ask for.  As it is impossible in a limited space to describe all of the unique design 
innovations that make up this one-of-a-kind vest-jacket, I urge you to go to their website and see it for 
yourself.”  Preston Singletary, Product Review Editor, Flyfishing & Tying Journal, USA

“AFCo’s Vest-Jacket is the best idea in fly fishing since Izaac Walton dipped his pen in ink!  It has 
every good idea you have mused over while struggling with your existing wading jacket and vest, and 
a bunch you didn’t think of.  If this vest was any smarter it would be running our store!  If you don’t 
want the weather to end your dream fly fishing adventure you need this jacket.”

Steve Dally, New Gear Columnist, FlyLife, Australia; Guide & Outfitter, Beaver Dam Store, USA
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“The most feature-rich jacket or vest system we’ve ever seen!”
Bill Battles, Executive Publisher, Fly Fish America, USA

“This gear is totally sick, absolutely awesome!”
Zac King, Hard-core Fly Fisherman, High Country Angler, USA

“AFCo.’s Vest-Jacket has proven to be exactly what the advertisements promise – the ‘most fully 
functional all-season fishing vest made.’  This vest really does have it all – and includes many unique 
features never before seen in a fishing vest.  AFCo. has clearly put a tremendous amount of thought, 
research and development into creating what possibly could be the perfect fishing vest.  If you’re in 
the market for a vest that’s exceptionally functional and truly works for all seasons, the All-Season 
Vest-Jacket should definitely be on your hit list.”

Frank Martin, Editor and Publisher, High Country Angler, USA

(Complete articles and reviews are available upon request or on www.TheAdventureFlyfishingCo.com)

“Finally the vest/jacket that answers all your fishing needs!”
Robert Crandall, New Gear, Salmon Trout Steelheader, USA

“It rained, sleeted, even snowed, and then it rained some more. Temperatures dipped below 36 degrees. 
Through it all, the Vest-Jacket performed phenomenally! Whether hiking in, flying out, or boating, I 
didn’t have to worry about juggling gear between a backpack, hip pack, and wading jacket.  In fact, I 
didn’t have to worry about a jacket at all.  I stayed warm, dry, and comfortable; I stayed  mobile, and  
maybe  most importantly, I was able to concentrate entirely on the fishing, which in those conditions 
is about the best recommendation for a piece of equipment that I can imagine.”

Troy Letherman, Editor, Fish Alaska, USA
“Tremendous vest!  As a fly fisherman myself for more than 40 years I was immediately impressed 
with the quality and functionality of AFCo’s clothing, bags and accessories, and was eager to fully test 
their Vest-Jacket.  Since then we have fished it from wet conditions through a record breaking heat 
wave, and the results have been exceptional.  We stayed dry when it was wet, and cool when it was 
hot!  We are all convinced it is really 100% top-class, and the best vest we have ever fished with, let 
alone ever seen!” Guido Vinck, Chief Editor, BEET, Belgium; and winner of over

50 international fly fishing contests, including 7 times World Casting Champion
“One of the most innovative, integrated fly fishing vests ever made!  The jacket is durable, inge-
niously designed and provides the versatility to keep fly fishers comfortable in any diverse climate.   
Outstanding!  Thank you!” Steve Ventress, Field Editor, Canadian Fly Fisher, Canada
“The Vest-Jacket has a myriad of great features, with one of my favorites being the removable fly 
trays.  They are very easy too use and they keep your flies well organized.  Four seasons – one jacket.  
It’s a very well thought out design.” Pat Ehlers, Gear Review, Midwest Fly Fishing, USA
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“This has to be the most functional flyfishing vest/jacket that I have ever worn.  I fished in rain, snow, 
and biting winds; and with the vest set up for full wet weather wear, it performed wonderfully.  Then 
it was really put through its paces bush-bashing inland to get to fishable spots.  The vest-jacket came 
through the experience unscathed, and each time I finally reached open water, the thermal-insulated 
hand pockets worked a treat to put some feeling back into frozen fingers!  The thought that has gone 
into the design of this vest is amazing, so if you’re in the market for either a flyfishing vest or a jacket, 
this hybrid really is worth checking out.” Trevor Hawkins, Editor, Flyfisher, Australia

“Every now again a product comes along with that succulent, simply must have quality about it.  The 
All-Season Vest-Jacket from AFCo. lit up the recent EFTTEX fishing show like a fireworks display in 
the night… by a huge margin.  Simply put, it was the best “new” thing at the show.  Robert Gallup’s 
painstaking, common sense approach to fishing tackle apparel has crafted a vest into something inno-
vative and brilliantly well thought out; it is also an eminently wearable and functional design.  But it is 
those added little flashes of genius, that are invariably overlooked and so vital when chest deep in water, 
being pounded by icy rain or burnt to crisp in the searing heat.  Like me, you’ll want to fish in this!”

Charles Jardine, “Fly fishing mad person”, writer, photographer and artist, U.K.

“The Vest-Jacket is feature packed. Even as I write, I’m still finding hidden secrets (reading instruc-
tions has never been a strong point of mine). From concealed tippet dispensers and tool holders to 
flip-out slotted fly trays, this vest has everything and more.”

Andrew (Wet) Connell, Gear Review, FlyLife, Australia
“I first tried this vest in what turned out to be the worst fishing weather of the season. Wind, rain, hail, 
sun and temperatures ranging from 6 to 20°C, but I felt comfortable every second. This high quality 
versatile vest is just perfect for any fishing situation.”

Patrick Daniels, Fly Fishing Editor, BEET, Belgium, and V.P Federation of Flemish Flyfishers
“If you’re looking for a gear bag with both form and function and outstanding value for money, you’ll 
definitely want to check out The Adventure Flyfishing Co.’s Gear Bag & Wet Bag.  It includes excel-
lent features that I’ve never seen in a gear bag -- things you don’t often think about when standing in 
a store looking over the luggage, and is clearly one of the toughest bags I’ve seen.  Leave it to AFCo. 
to knock the lights out when it comes to designing a killer gear bag.  If you’re in the market, you must 
check this one out!” Frank Martin, Editor and Publisher, High Country Angler, USA

“In one word --  PHENOMENAL!  This is by far the best fishing vest system I have used to date.  
Every feature on it was perfectly thought out.  A valuable addition to any hard-core angler’s arsenal!”

Joe Contaldi, Guide and Owner, Performance Anglers, Mammoth Lakes, California, USA

“An incredible piece of technical equipment that has addressed every need of the serious angler.  Not 
only is it a functional waterproof vest far beyond anything else on the market, but it also saved my butt 
when a nasty blizzard blew in while I was on the water and too stubborn to leave!”

Barney Cohen, Guide, Mountain Angler, Breckenridge, Colorado, USA

“I take my fly fishing seriously, and use only the best gear I can find.  The Vest-Jacket from AFCo. is one 
of the finest products to come along in years.  The features on this vest are incredible, and I truly believe 
it makes me a better fisherman because I now spend less time  searching through a cluttered vest and 
more time fishing!  Thanks AFCo. for your truly top notch products, you have a customer for life!’’

Rich Mason, Guide, Delaware River, Hyde Park, New York, USA

“Innovation, not imitation.  This is how cutting edge gear and tactics separate themselves from 
the ‘pod’.  As a full time, year round professional guide and fisherman for over thirty years, this 
innovative vest proved to be the most versatile and complete fly fishing tool box I have ever worked 
with.  The serious fly fisher and pro will find this vest to be an essential part of their ‘mojo’ after a short 
time.  For all this vest has to offer, I found it to be nimble and comfortable even after a 10 hour guide 
day.  You WILL be the fly wearing this vest!”

Tom Loe, Guide and Outfitter, Sierra Drifters, Mammoth, CA, USA

“After the very first outing with my AFCo. Vest-Jacket I immediately recognized its significance for 
any serious Great Lakes Steelheader.  I am able to carry all of my gear, including fly & centerpin set-
ups, a hydration pack and camera equipment, and be prepared for whatever weather may await me on 
the water.  As a guide, I’ve learned that staying comfortable on the water is always a priority, and the 
AFCo. Vest-Jacket offers versatility, comfort and functionality all within one garment!”

Glen Hales, Photographer, Canadian Fly Fisher, and Pro Guide, Ontario, Canada

“I spend over 230 days a year on the water, in every fishing and weather condition imaginable, so I 
can confidently state that the AFCo. Vest-Jacket’s functionality and all-weather versatility puts it in 
a class above anything else, and is every bit as important to me as my rods, reels and waders.  From 
hot summer days, to a spring shower or fall snow flurry, this system has you dialed in for amazing 
comfort, maximum functionality, and all-weather versatility!  So, if you’re an avid flyfisher who is 
serious about your gear, or a guide looking for a quality product that will maximize your productivity 
and comfort on the water, then this Vest-Jacket is definitely your answer!”

Doug (Two Bug) Dolan, Guide, Mammoth Lakes, California, USA
“A brilliant concept, ingeniously designed and remarkably executed.  Congratulations!  You have 
triumphantly created the ultimate fly-fishing vest!”

Bruce Smith, Writer, Photographer, Guide and Adventure Angler, Melbourne, Australia


